
Mitigating Risk Mitigating Risk Mitigating Risk Mitigating Risk of Data Lossof Data Lossof Data Lossof Data Loss    ––––    Migrating Migrating Migrating Migrating NotesNotesNotesNotes    EmailsEmailsEmailsEmails    

After a migration, it is essential that the original content, context and intent are clear, as there is usually 

little recourse to checking the original source. In our experience, approximately 5-10% of emails suffer 

from some form of fidelity issues, while 1-2% suffer serious data loss or corruption due to rendering 

issues. These numbers may range much higher for organizations who have a long history of integrating 

Notes mail with their applications. 

Many migration products rely on one of the various rendering engines built into Notes and Domino, but 

these separate engines are deficient in multiple overlapping ways. While many issues are primarily 

related to appearance, this document illustrates ten major areas where data may be lost, corrupted or 

left indecipherable. In a recent analysis of just under 3 million documents for a particular customer, 

71600 emails (2.4%) suffered from a serious degree of data loss or corruption with one or both of the 

most common rendering engines. 

The CoexLinks Migrate product uses Genii Software’s proprietary CoexLinks Fidelity engine to render 

Notes Rich Text emails to MIME with greater fidelity and with far less risk of data loss. For each of the 

problem areas identified, we will show the content as it appeared in the original Notes email, followed 

by how it is rendered by one of the two most common Notes rendering engines used by third party 

products denoted as ([1] or [2]), followed by the CoexLinks Migrate rendering. All examples are loosely 

based on problems we have seen in actual customer emails, although the examples are simplified to 

emphasize the issue. 
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1 1 1 1 ----    Section titles may be lostSection titles may be lostSection titles may be lostSection titles may be lost    

Notes has collapsible sections with titles which allow data to be organized. If the section title is missing 

after migration, the organizational meaning is often lost. 

 

 

 



2 2 2 2 ----    Section titles may be incorrectly rendered with missiSection titles may be incorrectly rendered with missiSection titles may be incorrectly rendered with missiSection titles may be incorrectly rendered with missing colorsng colorsng colorsng colors    

Even when section titles are included, they may render badly, leading to the appearance of lost titles. 

 

 

 



3 3 3 3 ----    Borders may be left Borders may be left Borders may be left Borders may be left outoutoutout    or added inor added inor added inor added in, confusing or obscuring data, confusing or obscuring data, confusing or obscuring data, confusing or obscuring data    

Table cell borders are used in many ways, sometimes to make a table more readable, sometimes to 

make it more appealing, and sometimes to highlight specific cells, rows or columns. When cell borders 

are altered by the migration process, whether added or removed, the legibility may be hurt and the 

meaning of the data may be compromised. Below are two separate tables, one using cells for 

appearance, the other for meaning. 

 

 



 



 



4444    ––––    Forwarded pagesForwarded pagesForwarded pagesForwarded pages    may have missing informationmay have missing informationmay have missing informationmay have missing information    

It is very easy in the Notes client to forward a page with form information intact. Many people use this 

to share a snapshot of information at a given time. In Notes, the recipient would see the exact form, but 

items such as checkboxes, radio buttons and combo dropdown choices are lost when migrated. 

 

 

 



 

 

Notice that the Product, Chargeable?, Reminder needed? and Status values are all blank, and the tab 

with the word Maintenance is missing as well. 

 



 



5555    ––––    Stored forms may not be rendered at allStored forms may not be rendered at allStored forms may not be rendered at allStored forms may not be rendered at all    

Unlike forwarded pages, there are applications which embed the actual form in the email. This allows 

the recipient to fill out the form and return it. When the form is not rendered along with the email in a 

migration, the migrated email may be blank or contain little of the original message. 

 

 



 

 





6666    ----    Colors may be altered, leading to confusion or difficulty readingColors may be altered, leading to confusion or difficulty readingColors may be altered, leading to confusion or difficulty readingColors may be altered, leading to confusion or difficulty reading    

Certain colors are rendered incorrectly, or are left out entirely. With multiple colors looking the same, 

the results are unpredictable and meaning may be lost. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



7 7 7 7 ----    Applications may have used layout regions that do not renderApplications may have used layout regions that do not renderApplications may have used layout regions that do not renderApplications may have used layout regions that do not render    

Applications written years ago may still be in use, and many have Layout Regions to structure field data. 

Values shown on a layout region are skipped entirely when the Notes rendering engines render the 

document, leading to lost information or confusing gaps. Note that Outlook (used below) will not allow 

correct positioning of the elements even with CoexLinks, though other email and email viewers will. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



8 8 8 8 ----    Images Images Images Images resources (referenced rather than embedded images)resources (referenced rather than embedded images)resources (referenced rather than embedded images)resources (referenced rather than embedded images)    are lostare lostare lostare lost    

Some images in emails are embedded in the message, and those will be carried through to the rendered 

message. But others are image resources, references back to an image in the mail database or other 

accessible database. When rendered to MIME, these images are referenced as relative URLs, making 

them broken or missing for any recipient not on that server. CoexLinks correctly embeds the images. 

 

 

 

 

 



9 9 9 9 ----    Buttons are lost, leaving some messages ambiguousButtons are lost, leaving some messages ambiguousButtons are lost, leaving some messages ambiguousButtons are lost, leaving some messages ambiguous    or incompleteor incompleteor incompleteor incomplete    

In approval emails and other emails with calls to action, buttons were included which might contain 

formula language, LotusScript or JavaScript. While these buttons cannot, and should not, remain active 

in the rendered document, even the text is lost with Notes rendering, leaving messages incomplete. 

 

 

 

 

 



10 10 10 10 ----    Checked/unchecked bulletChecked/unchecked bulletChecked/unchecked bulletChecked/unchecked bullets not differentiateds not differentiateds not differentiateds not differentiated    

Notes has a convenient list type called a “checked list”. Each bullet item has a small square which can be 

checked (filled) or unchecked (empty). This is used as a quick for people to respond to an email after 

checking the items they have completed. Without those checkmarks, it is impossible to know which 

were completed. 

 

 

 

 



 


